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should have been vanquished by degrees, in order to accustom
him to society which he feared, before engaging him to show
himself off in public, and dance upon a stage.
The deceased King,—educated in a brilliant Court, where
rule and grandeur were kept up with much distinction, and
where continual intercourse with ladies, the queen-mother, and
others of the Court, had early fashioned and emboldened him,
—had relished and excelled in these sorts of fetes and amuse-
ments, amid a crowd of young people of both sexes, who all
rightfully bore the names of nobility, and amongst whom
scarcely any of humble birth were mixed, for we cannot call
thus some three or four of coarser stuff, who were admitted
simply for the purpose of adding strength and beauty to the
ballet, by the grace of their faces and the elegance of their
movements, with a few dancing-masters to regulate and give
the tone to the whole. Between this time and that I am now
speaking of was an abyss. The education of those days in-
structed every one in grace, address, exercise, respect for bearing,
graduated and delicate politeness, polished and decent gallantry.
The difference, then, between the two periods is seen at a
glance, without time lost in pointing it out.
Reflection was not the principal virtue of the Marshal de
Villeroy. He thought of no obstacle either on the part of the
King or elsewhere, and declared that his Majesty would dance
in a ballet. Everything was soon ready for the execution. It
was not so with the action. It became necessary to search for
young people who could dance: soon, whether they danced ill
or well, they were gladly received; at last the only question
was, " Whom can we get V consequently a sorry lot was ob-
tained. Several, who ought never to have been admitted, were,
and so easily, that from one to the other Law had the temerity
to ask M. le Due d'Orteans to allow his son, who danced very
well, to join the ballet company ! The Regent, always easy,
still enamoured of Law, and, to speak truth, purposely contri-
buting as much as possible to confusion of rank, immediately
accorded the demand, and undertook to say so to the Marshal
de Villeroy.

